2023 Rule Proposals
Rule Proposal 1:
Rule9-3b (page 15)
change to: The cost of the mandatory awards are the responsibility of the event director. Any awards not
sponsored will be subtracted from finals added money. If event has no director then any award not sponsored
be subtracted from added money or not given. This includes finals qualifier awards.
Submitted by Scott Hollenbeck
Rule Proposal 2:
Rule 9-3f (page 15) Delete Rule
Mandatory Entry of the Finals by top 12 rule
Submitted by Scott Hollenbeck
Rule Proposal 3:
Rule 9-5 (page 16)
Mandatory Attendance at the Awards Ceremony
Delete rule and banquet
Submitted by Scott Hollenbeck
Rule Proposal 4:
Rule 8-1 (page 13)
Add: Then annual meeting will be held at the finals.
Submitted by Scott Hollenbeck
Rule Proposal 5:
Rule 10-3 (page 19)
Added money in any event can be twice the amount of added money should not be less than that of the previous
year
Delete Rule
Submitted by Scott Hollenbeck
Rule Proposal 6:
#1 Open up membership and rodeos to out-of-state membership. Must enter 5 first approved SDRA rodeos to
qualify for the finals.
Submitted by Cole Pateneaude
Rule Proposal 7:
#2 Co-sanctioning with South Dakota NRCA Bronc Matches. Money won count towards SDRA standings if
contestants:
•Purchased SDRA card
•Enters and competes at 3 or more SDRA rodeos.
Money won at Bronc Matches will not count towards all-around.
Submitted by Cole Pateneaude
Rule Proposal 8:
*38-10 strike of amend, we cannot efficiently or effectively police contestants off the rodeo grounds
Submitted by Heather Bosse

Rule Proposal 9:
*16-2 a two day rodeo (such as Flandreau) must have two shortage draws, the same draw cannot be used for
both rodeos
Submitted by Heather Bosse
Rule Proposal 10:
Additional to 16.2a In the final round at finals, barrel racing position will be drawn as opposed to 12-1 as other
events
Submitted by Heather Bosse
Rule Proposal 11:
A contestant can be moved from a performance/slack to another perf or slack with a majority decision by the
contracted judges and approval of the rodeo committee only as long as there has not been any contestant drawn
out of the that given performance/slack.
Submitted by Heather Bosse
Rule Proposal 12:
Barrel racers must maintain forward motion, with NO circling allowed. Arenas with a side gate are excluded
from this rule.
Submitted by Heather Bosse
Rule Proposal 13:
19-1 Stock contractors may be required to have enough stock for a go round in each event. Contractors shall
haul timed event stock to number at least one third of the entries at each rodeo.
ADD:
19-1a. If an inadequate number of cattle are not supplied a written complaint must be sent to the SDRA office
within 7 days of the rodeo. SDRA office will contact the Stock
Contractor director, listed Rodeo contact person, listed Rodeo Contractor, SDRA Committee Director and
SDRA President with the written complaint. The written complaint
will be brought to the board of directors after each of the above people have been notified
19-1b If the complaint is found to be true the 1st offense is a written warning to the listed contractor on
approval form, 2nd offense is an $50.00 per head short fine and 3rd offense is
$100.00 per head short fine and ineligible for SDRA finals.
Submitted by Judy Stevens and Merretta Anderson
Rule Proposal 14:
UNAPPROVED CONDUCT-PAGE 84:
38-10 Any member may be subject to discipline by a majority vote of the Board of Directors present at that
meeting for committing any of the following acts regardless of whether it occurred at an SDRA approved rodeo
or activity or not.
Replace “any of the following acts regardless of whether it occurred at an SDRA approved rodeo or activity or
not” with “any following acts taking place at a SDRA approved rodeo or SDRA sponsored functions.”
Submitted by Judy Stevens and Merretta Anderson
Rule Proposal 15:
Request the word “locations” be eliminated from both sentences where it is used in rule 9-3d of the SDRA
Rulebook.
Submitted by Jim Langdeau

